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uilding a cascade detector and its applications
n automatic target detection

iaoming Huo and Jihong Chen

A hierarchical classifier �cascade� is proposed for target detection. In building an optimal cascade we
considered three heuristics: �1� use of a frontier-following approximation, �2� controlling error rates, and
�3� weighting. Simulations of synthetic data with various underlying distributions were carried out.
We found that a weighting heuristic is optimal in terms of both computational complexity and error rates.
We initiate a systematic comparison of several potential heuristics that can be utilized in building a
hierarchical model. A range of discussions regarding the implications and the promises of cascade
architecture as well as of techniques that can be integrated into this framework is provided. The
optimum heuristic—weighting algorithms—was applied to an IR data set. It was found that these
algorithms outperform some state-of-the-art approaches that utilize the same type of simple classifier.
© 2004 Optical Society of America
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. Introduction

ecently we have seen an increase of hierarchical-
tructure-based methodologies. A few examples fol-
ow:

• In statistics there are CART �classification and
egression trees�, MARS1 �multivariate adaptive re-
ression splines� and many other follow-up methods.
• In machine learning there are the programs

4.5,2 perception trees,3 and many more.
• In signal processing and harmonic analysis, we

ave seen quad-tree-based image coding,4,5 pyra-
ids,6 and others.

commonality of these methodologies is that they all
ely on a hierarchical structure.

In this paper a special type of hierarchical struc-
ure is studied. We limit ourselves to a binary clas-
ification problem: The response is either 0 or 1.
e consider a hierarchy of classifiers such that at

ach level in the hierarchy there are exactly two
ranches and at least one of them is terminal: It has
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o subsequential classifier. For a historic reason
his structure is called a cascade.

Cascades are the fundamental structures of many
uccessful techniques in various applications. Some
ecently described techniques include the maximum
ejection classifier �MRC� attributed to Elad et al.,7 a
imilar procedure for pattern recognition reported by
. Hel-Or and Y. Hel-Or,8,9 a successful framework in

omputer vision described by Viola and Jones,10 and
n application in automatic target recognition de-
cribed by a Heisele et al.11

There are many advantages in using a cascade. A
ew of them are as follows:

1. Interpretability. Such a property can gener-
te a model that is easy to interpret.
2. Computational Efficiency. In general, it is

asy to design an algorithm whose implementation is
apid. The computational complexity of a derived
lgorithm will be small.
3. Generality. It will be easy to incorporate

ther features, for example, multiscale features such
s wavelets, curvelets, beamlets, and edgelets.
4. Flexibility. The design of the algorithm is

exible: We can optimize the computing procedure
ased on prior knowledge of the data.

n this paper we discuss numerical strategies for
earching for an optimal cascade. To study the trade-
ff between two types of error �false alarm and misde-
ection�, we provide a formulation. The basic idea is
10 January 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 2 � APPLIED OPTICS 293
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o derive algorithms that can approximate the frontier
f the feasible region of pairs of two types of error rate.
his is similar in spirit to the idea of using a receiver
perating characteristics �ROC� curve. Three heuris-
ics are presented. They are �1� a propagating
ethod, �2� method of approximation by control of er-

or rates, and �3� a method based on minimizing
eighted error rates. Simulations were designed for
mpirical examination of the properties of each of
hese methods. We found that the weighting strategy
s optimal in terms of both error rates and speed.
his finding implies that in designing algorithms for a
ascade, the weighting strategy is most favorable.

We compared our current cascade to other meth-
ds, using IR data set. Our current cascade did not
utperform another existing classifier, a support vec-
or machine �SVM�, in terms of misclassification er-
ors. However, we only allow a simple type of
lassifier in our hierarchy, whereas the SVM utilizes
onlinear classifiers. We discuss the limitation of
ur current framework and point out a direction for
uture improvement. Our approach is systematic,
eneric, and flexible. It shows strong promise for
evelopment into a powerful classifier. The current
uboptimal performance in a particular data set in-
icates the necessity for such improvement.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In

ection 2 we describe the general architecture of a
ascade model; in Section 3, three types of heuristic
nd their related implementation strategies; in Section
, the experiments and results. Section 5 contains a
iscussion, and some future research topics are raised.
ome concluding marks are provided in Section 6.

. Architecture of a Cascade

e consider a binary classification problem. A cas-
ade classifier has the following structure:
w
o
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�2. (1)
Here �1 stands for the first class and �2 stands for
he second class. In our experiment, �1 is the clutter
lass �labeled 0� and �2 is the target class �labeled 1�.

Each intermediate node is made by a simple clas-
ifier:

f �x� � b � 0,
j j
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here j is the index of the intermediate node. Flow
hart �1� gives a cascade classifier with three inter-
ediate nodes. Each fj�x� may have one of the fol-

owing forms.

1. Single entry of x:

fj�x� � xj,

here xj is the jth coordinate of vector x.

2. Linear:

fj�x� � cTx.

3. Quadratic:

fj�x� � cTx � xTMx.

4. A SVM with kernels that are either higher
han degree-2 polynomials or radial basis functions:

fj�x� � �
k�1

N

�k K�x, xk�,

here K� � is a kernel function, xk are N observations,
nd �k are the weights that are trained by application
f a SVM.
In our simple classifier, an observation is predicted

o be in class �2 if and only if

fj�x� � bj � 0, all j;

therwise the predicted class is �1. We chose bj
mall enough that the chance that an observation
rom �2 is misclassified as an observation from �1 is
mall. When a cascade is built, thresholds bj will
emain unchanged afterward.

Note that at the early stage of a cascade algorithm
e prefer to choose a simple kernel. In later stages
f a cascade algorithm we tend to choose more-
omplex kernels with which to explore more-difficult
tructures.
In building a cascade model, from the second node
e exclude all the training data that are predicted by

he first classifier to be in class �1. In other words,
he second simple classifier is built for the remaining
bservations that are classified as belonging to class
2 by the first classifier. In general, the consequent
lassifier is built for the data that are classified as �2
y the previous classifier. Apparently the number of
bservations decreases; therefore the training of clas-
ifiers becomes easier.
For simple decision rules we can apply linear dis-

riminant analysis �LDA�. When a more-complex
odel is needed we can use quadratic discriminant

nalysis �QDA�. A description of the ways in which
decision rule can be found by use of LDA and QDA

ppears in Ref. 12. When a more-complex decision
ule is needed, support vector machines can be ap-
lied, for example, with a radial basis function as a
ernel. More details of methods for training support
ector machines can be found in Ref. 13.
Input Data x

s

f1�x� � b1 f
� 0

�1

s � 0

f2�x� � b2 f
� 0

�1

s � 0

f3�x� � b3 f
� 0

�1

s � 0
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. Geometric Tour: How �and Why� a Cascade
lgorithm Works

e imagine the following simple procedure: A cas-
ade starts with simple linear detectors �functions
i�. If targets are contained in a subregion of the
pace that comprises all image chips, a sequence of
inear detection rules will outline a convex hull of
he subregion that includes �it is hoped� most of the
argets. See Fig. 1 for an illustration of this phe-
omenon.
There is a point beyond which no linear classifier
ill be effective in distinguishing a significant pro-
ortion of clutter from targets. However, it can still
e true that by use of a more-complex rule, e.g., by use
f quadratic or radial basis SVMs, it may be possible
o distinguish a significant amount of clutter from
argets. A cascade approach automatically switches
o a more-complex decision rule when necessary.
igure 2 shows that, when the target region has
oles, SVMs with radial basis functions can produce
n efficient classifier, whereas both LDA and QDA
ill fail. Note that because many clutters were re-

ected in previous stages, the sample size at the later
tage is small. Hence SVMs can be trained effi-
iently.

ig. 1. A set of linear classifiers can quickly find the convex hull
f a target region.

ig. 2. Target region with holes. A radial basis SVM will find a
ood classifier in such a situation, whereas a set of linear classifiers
ill not.
. Optimal Strategies for Building a Cascade

e consider what the optimal strategies are for
uilding a cascade classifier. We limit our analysis
o binary classification problems. The general de-
cription of a cascade is given. The optimality of a
ascade is defined in an empirical sense. Finally, we
ropose some numerical experiments with which to
ompare different strategies.

In Section 3.A we formulate the problem. We pro-
ide the necessary notation with which to analyze the
odel. In Section 3.2 we describe three types of
euristic and strategies for their implementation in
arious circumstances.

. Cascade Classifier

onsider flow chart �1�. For a fixed natural number
, a cascade with L levels can be written as

y � �1 f1�x� � t1, f2�x� � t2, f3�x� � t3, . . . ,
fL�x� � tL

0 otherwise
,

here x denotes the input and y denotes the re-
ponse, which is binary �0 or 1�. The functions fi� �,
� 1, 2, . . . , L, are relatively simple, e.g., linear

unctions and univariate functions. The quantities
i, i � 1, 2, . . . , L, are constants. For example, in
ART1 a simple classifier has the form

xj � c, (2)

here xj is the jth component of random vector x and
is a constant. Let f1�x� � xj and t1 � c; then the

lassifier f1�x� � t1 is equivalent to the classifier in
nequality �2�.

To evaluate the performance of a given cascade we
onsider an empirical approach: Let N denote the
otal number of observations. Let Ni, i � 0, 1 denote
he number of observations that belong to classes 0
nd 1, respectively. Let N1 denote the number of
bservations that are classified as in class 0 by the
ecision rule f1�x� � t1. Let N2 denote the number of
emaining observations. In general, among the
2i�2 observations that are classified as 1 in the �i �
�th step, let N2i�1 denote the number of observations
hat are classified as class 0 by the decision rule fi�x�

ti, 1 � i � L; and let N2i denote the number of
emaining observations. Because of the hierarchi-
al structure of a cascade, we must have

N � N1 � N2,

N2i�2 � N2i�1 � N2i, i � 2, 3, . . . , L,

N2i�2
j � N2i�1

j � N2i
j, i � 2, 3, . . . , L, j � 0, 1.

mong the Nj, 1 � j � 2L, observations, let Nj
i, i �

, 1, denote the number of observations that belong to
lasses 0 and 1, respectively. The number of 1’s that
re misclassified as 0’s is

�
i�1

L

N2i�1
1.
10 January 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 2 � APPLIED OPTICS 295
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t the same time, the number of 0’s that are misclas-
ified as 1’s is

N2L
0.

The above quantities are embedded in a cascade
ccording to the following diagram:

N � N0 � N1

2 n

N2
0 � N2

1 � N2, N1 � N1
0 � N1

1

2 n

N4
0 � N4

1 � N4, N3 � N3
0 � N3

1

2 n

N6
0 � N6

1 � N6, N5 � N5
0 � N5

1

2 n
···

2 n

N2L
0 � N2L

1 � N2L, N2L�1 � N2L�1
0 � N2L�1

1

� 3 0�.

2

1� (3)

hierarchical classifier that has architecture �3� is
alled a level-L cascade. Recall that each simple
lassifier is a binary classifier. Let ��L� denote the
ntire level-L cascade. For a given level-L classifier
	i.e., h � ��L�
, let E031�h� denote the number of 0’s

hat are wrongly classified by h as 1’s, and let E130�h�
enote the number of 1’s that are wrongly classified
s 0’s. If h produces the results in architecture �3�,
e have

E130�h� � �
i�1

L

N2i�1
1, E031�h� � N2L

0.

e define the following function:

f �k; L� � minh���L� E031�h�,

subject to E130�h� � k,

here k is a positive integer. A cascade h is optimal
f and only if the following condition is satisfied:

E031�h� � f 	E130�h�; L
.

n other words, the optimal cascade should reside on
he frontier of the feasible region. An illustration of
he frontier is shown in Fig. 3.

We consider strategies with which we can compute
n optimal cascade. There are three classes of heu-
istic: frontier-following �Subsection 3.B.1 below�,
ontrolled error rates �Subsection 3.B.2�, and weight-
ng �Subsection 3.C.3�.

Before describing these heuristics in detail, we
ake the following general comments: 1. We con-

ecture that finding the optimal cascade in a generic
ituation is a hard problem, especially when the num-
er of levels L is large. 2. The current formulation
96 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 2 � 10 January 2004
oes not address the generalization error rate. To
tudy the generalization error we may take advan-
age of our knowledge of structured risk minimiza-
ion.14 3. Because of the difficulty of computing
he optimal cascade, we hope to utilize some greedy
lgorithm with which to find a suboptimal cascade.
he heuristics, which are described below, are ways
ith which to explore various possible solutions to

his problem. 4. The frontier gives a set of cascade
lassifiers. The particular choice of cascade depends
n the costs of different types of error. It is problem
ependent, and we have chosen not to pursue it here.

. Three Heuristics

e describe three types of heuristic. In Subsection
.B.1 we describe strategies that follow the frontier of
he feasible region; in Subsection 3.B.2, a heuristic
hat is based on controlled error rates; in Subsection
.B.3, a strategy that is based on the weighted mis-
lassification rate.

. Frontier Following
Optimal Cascade. Let h*�k, L� denote the optimal

ascade classifier with L levels and k observations
hat are wrongly classified as 0’s. We have

E130�	h*�k, L�
 � k,

E031	h*�k, L�
 � f �k; L�.

single cascade classifier, h*�k, L�, corresponds to a
oint on the frontier.
Computing h*�k, 1�. When the level of a cascade

lassifier is 1, in many cases there are fast algorithms
ith which to compute classifier h*�k, 1�, k � 0, 1,
, . . . , N1. For example, if the classifiers are those
hat are used in CART,

xj � a.

or each variate xj, under the condition that E130 �
, one can find the corresponding maximal error rate
or E031. Note that the problem above is for a uni-
ariate distribution. One obtains h*�k, 1� by taking
he maximum for all values of xj.

Propagating. We develop a propagation algo-
ithm with which to approximate the frontier. We
tart with some notation. For a cascade, let R1�h�

Fig. 3. Illustration of the frontier.



denote the region in which the response is predicted
to be 1:

R1�h� � � x:h� x� � 1�.

Let HA,k1
denote all the simple classifiers in region A

whose error rates E130 are no larger than k1. Ap-
parently, for a classifier h � HA,k1

we have E130�h� �
k1. Note that the domain of classifier h is region A.
Let r*�A, k1� denote the classifier that is in set HA,k1

and takes the minimum of E031:

r*� A, k1� � arg min
h�HA,k1

E031�h�.

We can use the following heuristic to approximate the
frontier. Note that we cannot guarantee that the
exact frontier will be found:

Algorithm Prop.
1. Let h��k, 1� � h*�k, 1�, k � 0, 1, 2, . . . , N1.
2. For l � 1 let h��k, l  1�, k � 0, 1, 2, . . . denote
the solution to the following optimization problem:

min
k1�k

E031	h��k1, l �
 � E031(r*�R1	h��k1, l �
,

k � k1�). (4)

End.
3. Use h��k, L� to approximate h*�k, L�, 1 � k � N1.

Note that the number N1 in the first row of Algo-
rithm Prop can be reduced to a small value, given
that the error rate, E130, can be controlled to be
significantly smaller than the quantity N1. Making
such a reduction can save large amount of computa-
tion.

Implementational Strategy. We describe a nu-
merically appealing alternative way to implement
the algorithm in Subsection 3.B.1. Let K denote a
fixed integer. We consider how to compute h��k, l 
1�, 0 � k � K; whereas h��k, l � is given. The main
idea is illustrated by the following table:
In this table we have

A � R1	h��i, l �
, i � 0, 1, . . . , K.
i
Following a description similar to that in Subsection
3.B.1, for entries in one column of the table above,

r*� Ai, k�, k � 0, 1, . . . , K � i,

there are efficient algorithms to compute. One can
quickly extract the solutions to the problem in algo-
rithm �4� by comparing the values of the objective
function in algorithm �4� at entries that are in a line
that is parallel to the second diagonal, i.e., entries �0,
i�, �1, i � 1�, . . . , �i � 1, 1�, �i, 0�. In implementa-
tions, this approach should give an efficient algo-
rithm.

One issue is how to integrate the above algorithm
with specific types of classifier, e.g., LDA and QDA.
We provide a few suggestions. In LDA the discrimi-
nant direction can be computed first. Then the
threshold is varied to produce different error rates.
In QDA a similar approach can be taken: Find the
quadratic form first, then vary the threshold to obtain
different error rates.

The complexity of a propagating algorithm can be
relatively high, especially when error rate E130 is
large. Suppose that the simple classifiers are based
on single variate functions, as in inequality �2�. For
a fixed coordinate, the computational complexity of
finding the optimal classifier should be at least of the
order of complexity in sorting the N coordinates,
which is O	N log�N�
. Let d denote the dimension-
ality of the data: There are d variates. The prop-
agating algorithm searches the table above, which
has O�K2� entries. Overall, the computational com-
plexity is O	K2dN log�N�
.

2. Controlled Error Rate
Sometimes we may want to quickly compute a sub-
optimal cascade. The following approach can be
adapted:
Algorithm CER.
1. Let h̃0 be a classifier that classifies everything

into class 1:

h̃ � x� � 1, � x.
0 1 2 . . . K�1 K
h��0, l� h��1, l� h��2, l� . . . h��K � 1, l� h��K, l�

A0 A1 A2
. . . AK�1 AK

0 r*�A0, 0� r*�A1, 0� r*�A2, 0� . . . r*�AK�1, 0� r*�AK, 0�
1 r*�A0, 1� r*�A1, 1� r*�A2, 1� . . . r*�AK�1, 1�
...

...
...

...

K � 2 r*�A0, K � 2� r*�A1, K � 2� r*�A2, K � 2�
K � 1 r*�A0, K � 1� r*�A1, K � 1�

K r*�A0, K�
0

10 January 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 2 � APPLIED OPTICS 297
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2. Set k � 0, l � 0.
3. While the last improvement is greater than 0
�in the first attempt, this condition was always
true�

Find r*	R1�h̃l�, 0
;
Let h̃l1 be the combination of h̃l and r*	R1�h̃l�,

0
;
Update: l 4 l  1, h̃l 4 h̃l1.
Record the last improvement as E031�h̃l1� �

E031�h̃l�.
nd.
4. Set h��k� � h̃l.
5. Set k 4 k  1.

Find r*	R1�h̃l�, 1
;
Let h̃l1 be the combination of h̃l and r*	R1�h̃l�,

1
;
Update: l 4 l  1, h̃l 4 h̃l1.

6. If k � K, where K is a predetermined maximal
allowable error rate E130, then stop; otherwise,
go back to step 4.
7. Function h��k�, k � 0, 1, 2, . . . , K, gives us an
approximation of the frontier.

Let f �k� denote the lower bound of all cascades �the
umber of levels can be arbitrarily large�:

f �k� � min
L

f �k; L�.

et h*�k� denote the classifier that corresponds to
�k�, or, in other words,

h*�k� � argminh*�k,L� L�1,2,3,. . .E031	h*�k, L�
.

The intuition of designing the above procedure is
hat we hope that the final h̃l will be close to the
ptimal classifier, h*�k�.
We expect this approach to be computationally ef-

cient. This algorithm is analogous to the ideas in
he MRC.

. Weighting
e propose an alternative to the method of controlled

rror rate. This alternative includes using Lagrang-
an multipliers to locate the frontier of a feasible re-
ion.
Let � be a potentially large positive constant. By

ollowing an argument similar to that in Subsection
.B.1 we can solve the following optimization problem
fficiently:

s*� A, �� � argminh��� A�, E031�h� � �E130�h�,
(5)

here A denotes a region, the set ��A� includes all
imple classifiers that reside in region A, and � is a
ositive constant.
The starting value of � is typically large. One can

radually reduce the value of � to produce a classifier
hat minimizes E031 and E130 simultaneously.

We propose the following algorithm:
98 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 2 � 10 January 2004
lgorithm Weighting.
1. Let h̃0 be a classifier that classifies everything
into class 1:

h̃0� x� � 1, � x.

2. Set l � 0.
3. Choose a large initial value �denoted �0� for
�: � � �0.
4. While the last improvement in the objective
function in problem �5� is significantly nonzero,

find s*	R1�h̃l�, �
;
Let h̃l1 be the combination of h̃l and s*	R1�h̃l�,

�
;
Update: l 4 l  1, h̃l 4 h̃l1;
Record the decreasing of the objective function

that is in problem �5�.
The decrement above is the last improvement.

nd.
5. Let k � E130�h̃l�, f �k� � E031�h̃l�.
6. Let � take a smaller value: �4 ���, e.g., � �
2.
7. If f �k� � 1, then go back to step 4; otherwise,
continue.
8. Output 	k, f �k�
 to approximate the frontier.

Note that by controlling the final value of param-
ter � we can achieve different trade-offs between the
wo error rates: E031 and E130.

. Experiments

n this section our objective is to assess the perfor-
ance of the three heuristic algorithms above. Ex-

eriments were carried out with two synthetic data
ets and a set of infrared image data. For simplicity
e stayed with univariate functions employed in
ART. In the results, the approximate frontier f

urves reflected the empirical performance with the
raining data. And the generalization performance
f the testing data was evaluated by the complemen-
ary ROC �c-ROC� curves, with the x axis represent-
ng the missed detection rate and the y axis
epresenting the false-alarm rate. Each point on an
curve corresponded to a cascade, which we used to
enerate a point on the c-ROC curve.
All experiments were conducted in Matlab codes.

. Synthetic Data

n the following two examples we simulated two data
ets with different underlying distributions and com-
ared the performance of the three heuristic algo-
ithms. For the propagating method the levels of
ascades were assigned as L � 2n, where n is the
umber of dimensions. For weighting, we set � � 40
nd � � �2.
Example 1. X � �2. The probability of y � 1 is

.3 and that of y � 0 is 0.7. If y � 1, X are drawn
rom N�0, I�; otherwise X are drawn from N�0, 10I�.
he theoretical boundary is

x1
2 � x2

2 �
20
9

log�30
7 � .



variances. �b� Example 2: two mixed uniform distributions, viewed from the first two dimensions, with different mixing parameters.
An explanation of the above decision rule appears in
Appendix A.

Example 2. X � 	0, 1
10. The two classes have
equal prior probability. Define the region A � �X:
0.3 � X1 � 0.7, 0.4 � X2 � 0.6, 0.2 � X3 � 0.4� and
denote by �A� an area of region A. The conditional
density of X in class i �i � 0, 1� is as follows:

fi�X� � ��i X�A
�1�� A���1 � �i� � �i X � A .

In the first example we generated 1000 observa-
tions for training and 1000 for testing. In the second
example we assigned �1 � 0.2 and �2 � 0.8, and both
training and testing data sets contained 1000 obser-
vations for each class. Simulated data sets for these
two examples are shown in Fig. 4. The propagation,
controlled error rate and weighting training times �in
seconds� were 40.8, 0.3, and 1.2, respectively, for ex-
ample 1 and 3861.8, 6.7, and 21.2 for example 2.
Figures 5�a� and 6�a� contain the f curves based on
training data, and Figs. 5�b� and 6�b� are the c-ROC
curves for the testing data. For both examples, the
weighting and propagating techniques approximate
the theoretical boundaries well, which implies their
good generalization properties. A small zigzag phe-
nomenon was observed on the c-ROC curves gener-
ated by the propagating technique. In Fig. 7 we
illustrate the phenomenon by connecting all pairs of
corresponding points, and it can be clearly seen that
the whole trend is homogeneous despite some small
random movements.
Fig. 4. Illustrations of two artificial data sets with theoretical boundaries. �a� Example 1: two Gaussian distributions with different
Fig. 5. Comparison of the three algorithms for Example 1: �a� f curves for training data, �b� c-ROC curves for testing data. The
controlled error rate �CER� algorithm always is the worst, and the weighting is nearly as good as the propagating algorithm. For the
testing data, the similarity of the weighting and the propagating algorithms implies their good generalization properties in this setting.
10 January 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 2 � APPLIED OPTICS 299
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. Infrared Data

he weighting method seems most promising when
oth performance and running time are taken into
onsideration. We applied the weighting method to
n infrared image data set. The data set consisted
f 20,000 training examples and 6898 testing exam-
les of 300 dimensions. The results are shown in
ig. 8. The c-ROC curve plot compares the perfor-
ance of the infrared data set with the MRC. It is

lear that our method outperforms the MRC.

ig. 6. Comparison of the three algorithms described for Examp
urves for testing data. Similar conclusions to those for Example

ig. 7. Filled circles, point on the f curve by means of propagatin
he same classifiers and the testing data. Curves have been draw
ay in which the error rates change as the trained classifiers, wh

hown.
00 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 2 � 10 January 2004
. Discussion

e discuss techniques that can be integrated into the
ramework described above. We also compare our
pproach with those of other existing methodologies.

. Related Works

. Connection with MART and Boosting
ART15,16 is essentially a boosting method for tree
odels. Boosting has proved to be an effective

n Fig. 5 for Example 2: �a� f curves for training data, �b� c-ROC
n be drawn here.

the training data; and open circles, points on the c-ROC curve for
onnect corresponding pairs. �a� Example 1, �b� Example 2. The
re trained by the training data, are applied to the testing data is
le 1 i
g on
n to c
ich a
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ethod for training classifiers; see Refs. 17 and 18.
disadvantage of both MART and a direct output of

oosting is that the trained classifier can be highly
omplex: It is an additive model that has a large
umber of components. Compared with MART, a
ierarchical model is much easier to implement and

s guaranteed to be fast. The training of a hierar-
hical model can be faster than the boosting ap-
roach. However, we expect boosting to provide a
etter performance.
It is interesting to note that in a successful appli-

ation in computer vision �cf. Ref. 10� the researchers
rst used a boosting approach to find an ideal model
nd then used a cascade �hierarchical model� to ap-
roximate the ideal model. Superior performance in
imulations has been reported.

. Connection with the MRC
he MRC7 and an enhanced approach8,9 use the
tructure of a cascade detector. The difference from
ur proposed method is that in training an interme-
iate detector fi we allow the use of different types of
lassifier, e.g., SVM. Function fi can be highly non-
inear. This phenomenon has not been systemati-
ally studied in an existing framework. Moreover,
e shall examine ways to choose the function type for

i adaptively. Conceptually, the MRC is similar to
he controlled error rate model.

. Theoretical Questions

ollowing are some theoretical questions that need to
e answered in constructing a cascade:

1. What is the optimal strategy for deciding the
ingle classifier at each step of a cascade?
2. Given a cascade, how does one evaluate its rate

f convergence and in which sense?

Fig. 8. Infrared image data: �a� f curv
3. How does one characterize the generalization
rror of a cascade?
4. How does one characterize the rate of approx-

mation of a searching method to the frontier of �a
lass of � cascades?

5. How does one guarantee the consistency of a
omputed cascade?

. Nonparametric Approaches

hu and Hastie19 recently proposed a nonparametric
ethod of classification. They considered the likeli-
ood ratio between two classes. A likelihood ratio is
stimated by some kernel-based nonparametric den-
ity estimation methods. In their framework, LDA
nd QDA became special cases. They provided evi-
ence that their method can successfully classify data
n situations that are hard for LDA and QDA. Their
ork can be considered a generalization of the exist-

ng paradigm of LDA and QDA. It will be interest-
ng to examine how to integrate their method into a
ascade algorithm.

. More on Decision Rules That Are Based on Marginal
istributions

any of the questions that we asked above eventu-
lly address the design of a classifier in a univariate
ase. In fact, many classifiers are combinations of a
rojection followed by a univariate classifier. If we
an understand better what an optimal univariate
lassifier should be, we will have good guidance for
esigning a cascade. Note that, so far, the decision
ule

fi�x� � 0

mplies a simple cutoff decision rule. Such a classi-
er is optimal only when the likelihood ratio is a
onotonic function of the variable. We address the

ROC curve, comparison with the MRC.
10 January 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 2 � APPLIED OPTICS 301
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ase with more general assumptions and more data-
riven methods.

. Regularization

nother interesting problem is to determine whether
he regularization �or the penalized likelihood�
ethod can be a framework with which to build a

ascade model. If the answer is yes, what are the
dvantages?

. How To Integrate Multiscale Features

n advantage of a cascade approach is its flexibility
o incorporate various types of feature, e.g., multi-
cale features.
As a matter of fact, if we choose LDA or QDA to

rain detector fi as in Section 2, the resultant linear or
uadratic decision rule gives us an outcome that we
hall call a feature. Because multiscale analysis has
rovided a set of features, we should take advantage
f them. Let z � �z1, z2, . . . , zT� be the set of fea-
ures. �Note that each zi can be a linear transform of
he observation x.� An intuitive idea is to restrict a
unction fi to be a univariate function of those fea-
ures zi. By doing so, we avoid retraining from ob-
ervation x. To determine function fi efficiently, one
an adopt the algorithm that was used in CART.1 In
act, for our purpose, a simplified version will suffice.

Note that in many multiscale transforms, e.g.
avelets, beamlets, wedgelets, and ridgelets, there
re fast discrete transforms. Because searching of
n optimal univariate function fi is fast too, the entire
rocedure can be quickly implemented.
It is possible to consider fi a function of a small

umber of features zj. By doing so, we can incorpo-
ate the interaction between features. Note that
unction f can be highly nonlinear and nonseparable.

ig. 9. The comparison among MRC, weighting, and SVM algor
ance. The weighting algorithm uses a single-coordinate-based
ore-complex classifier at each stage.
i

02 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 2 � 10 January 2004
. Necessity of Using More-Flexible Classifiers

e compared the results between a cascade �using
imple classifiers as xj � c� and a support vector
achine, using radial basis functions. Both meth-

ds were applied to an infrared data set. The results
re plotted in Fig. 9. We found that SVM outper-
orms a cascade. We mentioned above that a set of
inear classifiers can detect only the convex hull of a
arget region. The experimental results seem to in-
icate that the target region is not convex. By using
ore-complex simple classifiers in a cascade we are

ikely to overcome this underperformance. We leave
his issue for future study.

. Conclusions

e studied three heuristics in building a cascade.
he three heuristics are �1� use of a frontier-following
pproximation, �2� controlling error rates, and �3�
eighting. Simulations of synthetic data were car-

ied out. We found that the weighting heuristic is
ptimal in both computational complexity and error
ates. The optimum heuristic—weighting
lgorithms—was applied to an infrared data set.
e found that it outperforms some state-of-the-art

pproaches that utilize the same type of simple clas-
ifier. However, it fails with some classifiers that
tilize more-complex decision rules.
In this paper we have initiated a systematic com-

arison of several potential heuristics that can be
tilized in building a hierarchical model. We
ointed out the implications and advantages of the
ascade architecture. We described the feasibility of
ntegrating a range of techniques into this frame-
ork. Many future research directions have been
ointed out.

for infrared data. In this case the SVM yields the best perfor-
ssifier: xj � a. This demonstrates the importance of using a
ithms
cla
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ppendix A. Theoretical Boundary for Example 1

he class conditional probability has the Gaussian
istribution

fi� x� �
1

�2���i��1�2 exp��
1
2

xT �i
�1 x� , i � 0, 1.

he posterior distribution is

Pr�Y � i� X � x� �
fi� x�Pr�Y � i�

�i�0,1 fi� x�Pr�Y � i�
, i � 0, 1.

n this example we have �0 � 10I, �1 � I, and Pr�Y �
� � 1 � Pr�Y � 1� � 0.7. The log ratio is

og
Pr�Y � 1� X � x�

Pr�Y � 0� X � x�
� log

f1� x�

f0� x�
� log

P�Y � 1�

P�Y � 0�

� �
1
2

xT �1
�1 x �

1
2

xT �0
�1 x

� log
��0 �1�2

��1 �1�2 � log
3
7

� �
9

20
� x1

2 � x2
2� � log

30
7

� 0.

o a decision boundary can be described as

� x1
2 � x2

2� �
20
9

log
30
7

.
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